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Executive Summary
The objective of this deliverable is to present the underlying concepts for the design of the Network for
Innovation and Learning on Microreactortechnology (NIL-MRT) in order to fulfil the project’s ambitions,
namely a European learning network for the innovation of chemistry education in the field of micro
reactor technology.
In this report we present the outcomes of literature study takes prior experiences with communities for
development (CfD’s) of the Zuydlab a collaboration of DSM Resolve and Hogeschool Zuyd, the Dutch
partner in the project. We also report outcomes of our specific requirement elicitation activities for the
NIL- MRT network design: interviews with experts, real life user stories (persona descriptions), the joint
requirements development session during the Frankfurt meeting and results of a survey study among
NIL-MRT project members. We also present our choice for implementation of NIL-MRT based on an
existing platform. The final chapter presents first conclusions and future work.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the project
Currently chemical industries need to realize continuous, sustainable innovations, while at the same
time coping with fierce competition in their operational businesses. Improvement of existing processes
and introduction of new technologies are critical to business survival for both large chemical industries
and small SME entrepreneurs. In this context Micro Reactor Technology (further on abbreviated as MRT)
refers to the innovative technology where in small (i.e. micro) devices (reactors) chemical reactions
(with lateral dimensions below 1mm) can take place i). These micro reactors offer interesting new
possibilities like “ lab on a chip” and making real lab testing available to SME’s. Hence MRT is seen as
one of the great innovations in chemical industries today.
The NIL-MRT project partners observed that traditional ways of training new professionals in the MRT
domain isn’t capable to keep pace with the pace of innovations, the dynamics of the domain and the
need for immediate implementation of new insights into practice. At the same time there is an urgent
need felt by the industry find young students who want to join the enterprise as professionals rapidly
ready for immediate operational performance. The ideas of NIL, a network for innovation and learning,
emerged in response to this urgent need in industry for new competent professionals capable to cope
with the rapid pace of change in operations and trained in inventive approaching new problems.
The actual challenge is the integration of professional MRT practice into educational programs into upto-date education on MRT. At the same this project aims to use the proposed learning network for
transfer of the latest scientific MRT knowledge to enable its implementation in SME and education.
The aim of the project is to realize a NIL, a network for innovation and learning on MRT in order to
bridge the gap between chemistry education, research and innovation in international chemistry
businesses and SMEs. Therefore the project proposes to design and implement a sophisticated
international “Network for Innovation and Learning” (NIL).One that encompasses dedicated
communities for development (CfD’s), supports collaboration, effective learning and shared innovation
between its partners across Europe. The NIL wants to accelerate innovation by combining innovation
with excellent education. It strives to make excellent scientific and new knowledge accessible for
students, professionals and SME’s providing adequate online educational content in the network. (DOW,
description of work/ project proposal, D1 pages16-17).
The NIL learning network aims at empowering authentic learning by doing by working on real
valorisation cases of companies. The design of the learning network is primarily geared towards real-life
chemistry innovation and learning in professional practice. Based on recent academic insight and prior
experiences on learning networks the idea is to take existing educational concepts a step further in such
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a way that it effectively answers the needs of the European NIL MRT community by weaving Pan
European network linking knowledge and people from universities, industries and SME’s with students,
coaches, professionals, peers and experts.
In this deliverable we focus on the investigation of relevant theoretical concepts underlying the design
and the elicitation and design activities preceding the actual functional design and implementation of
the NIL-MRT network with the envisaged integration of educational content, the activation of online
international collaboration between teachers, experts and students working on real-life cases in
industrial practice. (which will be implemented and presented in D.2.2)
After having introduced the aim and structure of the deliverable in this chapter, chapter 2 provides a
condensed overview of relevant developments and research regarding work based learning, community
based learning and innovation in professional learning networks. We share the state of the art,
describing relevant concepts and their potential for a new specific instantiation of the hybrid
professional learning network we are about to develop for the NIL-MRT project. Based on the state of
art literature review in chapter 2 we sketch in chapter 3 the key functionalities of a NIL MRT network.
This is followed in chapter 4 by requirement elicitation activities to define the functional and technical
implementation of NIL MRT. Finally in chapter 5 we draw some conclusions and indicate issues for
future work.

1.2 Ambitions & objectives
The EU- LLP-project ‘Network for Innovation and Learning on MicroReactorTechnology’ (NIL-MRT )
wants “to implement a European learning network for the innovation of chemistry education in the field
of micro reactor technology”.
Its ambition is to bring the learning and innovation power on MRT technology together. For this purpose
the NIL MRT network wants to develop an inter-organizational learning network for geographically
distributed professionals. Its ambitions root in a recent initiative in the Netherlands the “Zuyd Lab”
experiment by DSM Resolve (industry partner) and Hogeschool Zuyd (education partner) exploring
community based learning and innovation. (Goes, 2013).
The ambitions of this project comprise concurrent educational innovation and MRT specific innovation
both aimed at effective experience and expertise sharing for the advancement of knowledge and use of
MRT both in industrial practice and education. It specifically aims at implementing new educational
methods and integrates new content in chemistry curricula and work based learning in industrial
practice of its European partners. The idea is that the new approach will contribute to the widespread
use of good learning and knowledge sharing practices across Europe.
Finally the expectation is that these actions will result in a higher quality of MRT in chemistry (BA)
curricula and practices in Europe.
Actual evaluation and exploration of the project’s first experiences with its pilot network’s
implementation during the project period will provide information on actual effects.
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1.3 The NIL MRT network a learning network enhancing innovation
and development.
The NIL-MRT project takes an innovative approach to MRT industrial professional education and
application of its knowledge in practice by new professionals. It integrates learning into the authentic
practice of real industrial work. It integrates learning and MRT support of new professionals at the
workplace via multidisciplinary activities by educational experts (from universities and other educational
institutions) on MRT, the firm’s experts and domain experts across the network.
The linkage of teachers, experts, students across the boundaries of time, place and disciplines in the NIL
network will facilitate the process of putting new scientific ideas and what has been learned by students
into practice. (Schloen, 2005, Farooq et al., 2005). The state of art investigates the theoretical concepts
for a sound design of the NIL-MRT network to realize the aforementioned ambitions.
.

1.4 Design approach to implementation NIL-MRT
To realize the ambitions of the NIL-MRT project, the design method should first take care of elicitation
of shared ideas of the partners on what exactly the integrated MRT network needs to be. More
specifically what are the views specific NIL network views held by the partners: answering questions like
what should participants in the NIL-MRT network be able to do? How will they find each other? Interact
with each other? How do they share knowledge? And how do they effectively learn from each other?
As can be deduced from the name of the network “NIL”, the networks wants to be a network for
innovation and learning and its components “ communities for development “ (CfD’s) aims at realizing
innovation as a component of community based learning not as a side effect (Goes, 2013).
Consequently NIL-MRT ambitions requires something that is different from the classical managed
learning environment, and differs from open mash-ups of personal learning environments, mash up of
cloud applications or standard communities of practice.
The ideas presented in the project proposal require an own blend of a professional learning network
with explicit facilitation of innovation and learning.. Prior to the design of such a network we need to
investigate available (theoretical) knowledge in a state of art study and surface participant’s views on
the specific requirements for such a learning network in requirements elicitation actions.
Next design and implementation activities have to recognize not only the available insight (state of art)
and the participants’ ideas (requirements analysis) at the start of the project but also safeguard its
inclusion plus new insights during all phases of the project’s lifecycle. It is with this in mind that we
describe in paragraph 4.4 the specific participatory design approach (biebAS) we propose to use .as an
approach that works in close collaboration with stakeholders and participants from the early till the
final stages.
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2. State of art: learning and innovation networks.
2.1. Introduction: the need for a new format of work-based learning
and innovation.
Technological advances, new societal and economic realities generate new structural changes and a new
pace of transformation. Continuous innovation to cope with new needs of customers, the necessity to
safeguard the existence of the enterprise and stay ahead of competition becomes ever more vital to the
survival of organizations. In parallel both the operational and innovation skills as well as continuous
learning capabilities of professionals have to change (Bitter-Rijpkema, Sloep & Jansen, 2006). Especially
the on-going learning capacity is crucial to our societies and economies. Lundvall (2009) therefore
characterizes our societies as “learning economies“ where the learning capability is the most crucial
factor in the development of society and the economy.
Micro reactor technology (MRT) opens new micro process engineering possibilities for chemical
synthesis activities. To fully realize the new potential with MRT in industrial practice requires
operational competence of new professionals to apply current methods and explore (Müller et al., 2005,
Wankat, 2013) new applications.
However, especially in the technical, chemical engineering fields European firms find it difficult to find
young professionals who are “immediately” able to act on operational tasks and at the same time are
competent to collaborate in teams with senior professionals solving complex problems in new ways.
(Bitter Rijpkema et al 2006, Eilks & Byers, 2010).
Traditionally initial (formal) education provided starting qualifications which then were further
developed over time in professional practice. (Billett, 2008 ; Boud, & Middleton, 2003). However the
nature of professional competences and professional practice changed dramatically. Today professional
performance requires flexible collaboration in teams across disciplinary and organizational boundaries.
Individual and internal expertise needs to be combined with shared knowledge from elsewhere. MRT
professionals in action could search via their personal networks to look for answers. However, nor the
personal network of individual professionals nor the managed learning environment of educational
institutes or enterprises are capable to effectively cope with specific, continuously changing knowledge
needs of advanced industrial performance (Bitter-Rijpkema & Verjans, 2010, Sloep et al, 2011).
As a result of the knowledge sharing needs felt in recent years, a variety of new approaches to
accommodate learning and knowledge sharing needs for professionals emerged. As we will argue in this
deliverable existing approaches don’t cover the essential combination of needs for the NIL-MRT learning
network, though each of them provides us with useful input for the design of the NIL-MRT network.
Recent relevant learning and innovation network concepts and practices that are especially relevant for
the NIL- MRT are:
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1) Personal learning networks for personal knowledge sharing and learning.
With the possibilities of current social media professionals use their personal network connections
regularly both for their own interest and development as well as for knowledge sharing in function of
their professional work. (Rajophal, 2012, Bitter & Verjans, 2011, Sie et al, 2010). Investigations stress the
important role that personal informal network (often referred to as PLE, personal learning
environments) connections play (Rajophal, et al, 2012) in daily learning of students as well as
professionals. At the same time Bitter & Verjans (2011) point to the fact that for performance driven
organizational use, PLE’s have certain drawbacks regarding their effectiveness and efficiency and the
chance to find applicable results for the professionals specific work related questions. Therefore Bitter &
Verjans (2009) proposed to integrate the professional’s own PLE with professional networks and
dedicated learning components combining the best of these specific worlds in what they refer to as
HPLN, “hybrid professional learning networks” (Bitter & Verjans, 2011). Based on underlying theories
they realized such an integration of personal network links and feeds into Biebkracht a HPLN for the
Dutch public library sector (Bitter-Rijpkema, Manche, et al 2011). Relevant for the design of the NIL-MRT
network is this linkage between the NIL-MRT network and communities and the individual personal
networks of its participants, students, coaches and experts and entrepreneurs.
2) Dedicated learning environments: e-learning environments and communities
In recent year educational institutes and commercial enterprises developed customized learning
environments to support learning (Bitter & Verjans, 2011). These types of environments can be typified
as virtual, managed learning environments (MLE/VLE’s). Its focus is on well supported well structured
(often pre-defined) learning support.
The situation that NIL MRT has to cope with however is different. It is real life learning collaborative,
multidisciplinary team based, combining learning collaboration with performance and innovation. Hence
it is intrinsically more open and less predictable compared to the traditional managed learning
programmes. What NIL however can take from this type of managed learning environments are the
evidence based educational heuristics offering how to suggestions on to optimize conditions for learning
and learning support.
3) Learning networks.
In recent years we see on a larger scale the emergence of new collaboration between formal and nonformal learners, between researchers-business and education people across various communities and
networks. Depending on their focus they are referred to as learning communities and networks (Angern,
et al, 2008, Sloep, et al 2011, Bitter& Verjans, 2012, Goes, 2013), communities of practices/practitioners
(Thorpe & Gordon, 2012, Wenger, et al 2011) or innovation networks, or communities of innovation and
creation ( Sawhney & Prandelli, 2000). As can be seen from the various studies they differ widely: in
origin, design, organization, and in (perceived) success.
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Learning networks in relation to the NIL-MRT ambition share specific characteristics. Different from
managed learning environments, learning networks consist of online social networks where people
learn together around their shared objective, theme, ambition or interest. Learning aims are defined by
the participants themselves, not aimed at certification but directly related to the communities drive. The
learning support asked for is supportive help for self-organizing learners the communities of the
network. (Bitter-Rijpkema & Verjans, 2010, Sloep et al, 2011).
4) Innovation networks
As stated in the NIL-MRT project proposal and in literature (Bitter-Rijpkema, Pannekeet & Rutjens, 2009;
Colurcio & Russo-Spena, 2013, Hallikas, et al,2009), knowledge work in general and more specifically
work with MRT requires exploration of new opportunities, new techniques and applications as well as
finding new ways to solve problems. It is therefore that the NIL-MRT network needs to be more than
just another instantiation of a community of learners supporting student’ s learning , enabling
(personal) competence development, eventually generating inventive ideas as side effect (Goes, 2013).
From the NIL perspective enhancement of inventive collaborative work is as important as further
development of innovation skills and domain specific learning (Fichter, 2009).
It is for this reason that NIL-MRT refers to its network as a “Network for Innovation and Learning” (NIL),
and to its communities as communities of development (CfD’s).1 This implies that affordances and
support activities need to include support to apply creativity methods (Bitter-Rijpkema et al, 2011,
Okanlawon, 2008, FeyzioĞlu, 2009),inventive approaches to MRT problem solving.
Exploration of different perspectives are as important as generic learning procedures or MRT domain
specific knowledge. Special attention needs to be paid to the innovation dimension in NIL. The question
is how to effectively enhance and support a creative approach, creative interactions to the MRT
challenges and problems at hand. For ways to specifically support inventive problem solving, create an
innovative team climate we can build on insights of idSpace, a EU-FP7, STREP project where pattern
based support for collaborative creativity has been investigated. (Sie, Bitter-Rijpkema & Sloep, 2011),
methods directly relevant to NIL-MRT innovation support.

2.2. Dimensions of learning and innovation networks
In recent years a whole range of distributed work and learning practices, networks and communities of
practices emerged. Some of them are successful in realizing their ambitions, others are unable to
engage network members over time. It became clear that sustainable community live, learning and
innovation collaboration come forth from setting the right affordances, the right tools in place.
Researchers investigated various types of communities and network to discover the key enabling
conditions for learning and knowledge creation in networks and community building.
1

Communities of Development is a term created by Joost Ruland of the Hogeschool Zuyd (project partner in this
project)
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For the NIL_MRT ambitions the following results are especially relevant for the design of the new NIL
type of learning and innovation network we are about to realize.
Contrary to seminars and classroom learning settings, learning networks like NIL-MRT are not time
boxed learning events. They consist of learning activities in a “living” community a “live” stream of
interaction in a network (Bitter & Verjans, Goes,2013 ). Notice that for example Goes refers to the
communities for development in “Chill lab” as a “learn-work community” while Bitter-Rijpkema &
Manche, et al., refer to “Biebkracht” the librarian’s learning network, as the organization’s “ eknowledge development hub” . (Bitter-Rijpkema, Manche, et al 2011).
The question is what makes a community a sustainable living community which in our case also
empowers individual and collaborative creativity?
Based on Berlanga et al (2009), Bitter-Rijpkema, et al (2011), Goes (2013) and Muller et al (2012), Porter,
et al. (2011) we distilled the following recommendations relevant for the design of a sustainable NILMRT network.
1. Define a common goal and based on that define a focus, identity and boundaries of both of the
overall network and its communities.
2. Enable participants to realize self-management: Provide across the network autonomy for
participants to define their own presence in the network and to decide on their contributions.
3. Enable self-organisation: Facilitate self-organisation and regulation of interactions, discussions
and collaborative learning. Allow participants to self-regulate their contributions and their level
of privacy.
4. Enable self-categorisation: Let people classify and evaluate, rate and tag their own and other
people’s contributions.
5. Concurrently take care for bonding, mutual trust, community leadership and mutual
engagement of community members.
6. Take care for availability and accessibility of content on the domain or issues the community
focuses on.
7. Enhance learning interactions (informing, investigating, and discussion critical reflection) and
(collaborative) creativity in the innovation network. Affording circumstances in the environment
as well as active supportive actions are essential for learning interactivity in the community.
8. Tune the specific community to its users’ needs. Take care that the community’s way of working
matches the typical ways of doing of those people that organization or those types of
professionals.
The aforementioned suggestions all point in the direction of dedicated customization for NIL-MRT. On
the one hand customization of functionalities of the learning environment that NIL offers in its CfD’s and
on the other hand customization of supportive interventions and recommendations. These
customization actions facilitate among others social learning processes, knowledge sharing, community
formation, use of new domain specific methods etcetera. . Enabling actions while based on generic
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scientific insights require tailorization to preferences and specific ways of working of the NIL-MRT users
to be successful.

3. Designing MRT NIL network
a community for innovation and development.
The NIL-MRT innovation and learning network encompassing various CfD’s communities for
development can be designed based on state of art academic knowledge as described in the prior
chapters.
The concepts of community based learning in communities as part of hybrid professional learning
networks combines MRT learning with real life professional practice. The underlying concepts for NILMRT build upon earlier experiences to bridge the learning - practice gap via chemistry education in
industrial labs settings. Especially the recent experiences of Chillabs, the Chemelot innovation and
learning labs (http://www.chillabs.com/nl/) inspired the design of the NIL-MRT network. Inspiration can
be drawn from the new ideas of Gorges et al (2005) Feyzioglu (2009) Gross et al, (2010) Wegner, et al
(2012), Wiles & Watts (2011), Shallcross (2013) on chemistry education.
The central idea is that via the MRT network expertise can be addressed and flow from partners and
experts from all over Europe and worldwide. The network connections for chemistry professionals will
vary from well-known experienced specialists, excellent teachers, coaches, students to SME
entrepreneurs and young professionals aimed at knowledge sharing, collaborative work and learning
together in industrial labs.
To develop NIL-MRT as a flexible organic learning and innovation network with the freedom and
flexibility needed for creative collaboration in combination with guidance to optimize learning processes
we propose to create an environment affording as much as possible self-organization by the (adult)
participants at the same time providing support via structures and recommendations when needed .
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Figure 1. Structure of NIL-MRT’s hybrid professional learning and innovation network.

Figure 1 shows a visualization of the NIL-MRT communities and network in relation to its users, other
networks and various sources of information on MRT. The network consists of multiple communities.
The network consists of various types of CfD’s some open communities and some “closed” communities.
The latter being communities with restricted access. The communities differ according to their
difference in orientation. We mentioned learning communities, valorisation communities and topic
communities. The first are primarily focussed on learning and development. In learning communities
coaching of professionals is of prime importance while in valorisation communities the focus is on
valorisation, performance and innovation of MRT for example in projects with SME entrepreneurs. .
Finally in topic communities, created around a specific topic of interest knowledge sharing and building
will play a prominent role.
Dependent on the nature of the community the CfD can be open all network participants, registered
guests students etc. Topic communities for example can be open to a European wide or worldwide
audience. Other valorisation CfD’s consist of dedicated project communities working with SME partner
on a new MRT application. In these situations the CfD might have functional reasons to function for a
specific time as a “closed” community since community members need to be able explore new
approaches in a safe environment. The will decide to open up and get in touch with the outside world
when time is there to share.
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In sum basic features of NIL MRT as visualized, include:
Roles
Without account: Guest.
With account on NIL-MRT: Users (some rights; will be able to comment on, discuss)
With account and access to 1 or more CfD’s (full participation): Students, Young professionals, Experts,
Coaches and Moderator
Communities
As for the prototype NIL-MRT distinguishes two types of Communities for Development (CfD’s). One
focussed on education, primarily aimed at supporting students and their learning. One emphasizing
valorisation, aimed at young professionals, experts and valorisation of MRT knowledge. Apart from that
the NIL-MRT network can include specific topic communities where every member with an interest in
the topic of that community can participate.
•
•

2 types CfD’s (on education & valorisation)
Topics (special subject)

Within these communities learning and creativity will be supported roughly in two ways:
1) By the appropriate design and tooling of the community environment, offering a stimulating
environment equipped to innovation and learning collaborations.
2) By pedagogical interventions i.e. recommendations offering practical guidance to moderator or
community members on how to use a specific method, stimulate community interactivity,
learning etc.
The recommendations are based on heuristics, derived from academic research. Like Alexander
(1977) suggested to work with patterns in architecture we proposed a pattern based structure for
recommendations. A pattern according to Christopher Alexander “ describes a problem which
occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that
problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the
same way twice.”2
For the NIL-MRT project it means that the heuristic advices are structured as pattern providing a
moderator or participant of a CfD “proven” suggestions on how to act in specific situations. How to
stimulate in depth exploration of a problem and try other perspectives to find new solutions? Yet

2

Definition pattern Christopher Alexander retrieved from:
http://www.patternlanguage.com/leveltwo/caframe.htm?/leveltwo/../bios/designpatterns.htm
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other recommendations might offer suggestions on how to support a stimulating discussion in the
communities between project meetings.
NIL MRT recommendations aim at support to empower learning and innovation for the collaborative
work of NIL teams. We refer to the recommendations as pedagogical flow patterns, stressing that
the recommendation supports the learning process flow.
As can be seen in the figure below NIL the recommendations build upon available heuristics for
optimal learning and innovation.
Academic knowledge is transformed to applicable methods with respect on how to handle
collaborative learning processes (collaborative learning flow patterns, CLFP) and innovative
problem solving MRT collaborative innovative flow patterns, CIFP).

Learning heuristics
Coaching concepts NIL
Pedagogical strategies

Innovation heuristics
Innovation concepts
MRT innovation methods

NIL learning patterns
Collaborative Learning Flow Pattern (NIL-CLFP)
MRT Collaborative Innovation Flow Pattern (MRT-CIFP)

Integrated NIL-MRT-flow patterns
Combinations of NIL-CLFP’s and MRT CIFP’s
into integrated recommendation scenarios

Figure 1. Example NIL MRT pattern based recommendation (NIL structure based on D 1.2/ idSpace project, 2009) 3

The recommendations are structured in a way that they offer adequate information to the user to
decide on whether or not to use the recommended approach and how to apply the suggested approach.
The recommendation structure articulates the objective of the recommendation and its academic
underpinning. Next it indicates when the proposed method is applicable and when not. Finally it
describes how to implement the recommendation and the type of result to be expected.

3

Bitter-Rijpkema, M., Pannekeet, K., Rutjens, M., Sloep, P., Georgiakakis, P., & Retalis, S. (2009). idSpace D1. 2Templates of informal idSpace pedagogical strategies for creativity.
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4. NIL-MRT requirement elicitation and design methodology.
4.1. Introduction
It is well known that articulation of the ideas on software in general, and learning environments in
specific, is crucial to the success further on in the process. Especially the elicitation and engineering of
requirements (RE), translating ideas into a programmable system is crucial to the result of the project.
Or as Abran et al (2004) states (chapter 2 p.2-1) “projects are critically vulnerable when these activities
are performed poorly.”

Retrieved from mhs.infoterkini.comii
Hence it was clear from the start that we needed to first take care to capture the ideas on NIL-MRT
among the participants in the project and secondly surface the requirements and define the
requirements for the NIL-MRT network and prior to that choose an the existing platform for
implementation.
Generating requirements for the Network for Innovation and Learning on Micro reactor technology (NILMRT) by the way will in our view not be a ‘ones in a project’s lifetime’ activity. To cope with the system
dynamics and evolution of it use and users’ needs over time we foresee dedicated requirement activities
as part of the on-going development and implementation activities throughout and beyond this project.
The idea is that by alertness on changing use and user needs one has to update and adapt the system to
keep it sustainable over time.
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Implementation of new ways of learning and innovating aiming working professionals and students plus
their coaches via a new learning and innovation environment in a relative short time that can be used by
the project partners all across Europe and which is sustainable over the years to come demands an
effective, rapid development methodology resulting in an environment fit for use and fit for adaptation
to new circumstances. We propose use of own agile scrum based AS method (abbreviated biebAS)
which we have applied successfully in innovative learning network projects in another domain (public
libraries).

4.2. Requirement elicitation methodology
Requirements engineering exists of variety of activities ranging from gathering essential requirements in
context while maintaining their natural richness, to translation into a complete design of programmable
functionalities (i.e. functional and technical design) for, in our case, the NIL_MRT network environment.

Retrieved from: http://www.machinediscovery.com/nise/help.htmliii
The elicitation process according Abran et al (2004) comprises activities for the elicitation of
requirements (1) analysis of those requirements (2) followed by specification for design in
programmable formats (.i.e. functional and technical design documentation) (3) and verification of that
design (4).
The actions in the elicitation phase are focussed on surfacing adequately the needs as perceived by
users and stakeholders. Finally requirements analysis of what has been elicited aims at assessing
whether all requirements are clear, complete and not conflicting.
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Retrieve 12th April 2013 from gunston.gmu.edu

In this chapter we will describe our actions taken for the first 2 phases (elicitation and analysis) for the
NIL-MRT requirements. We present activities undertaken and conclusions with respect to the platform
choice for NIL-MRT implementation. Further transformation of the requirements described into
functional and technical platform specification will fit into the implementation deliverable D.2.2.
“Implementation of open access Network for Innovation and Learning”.
A design approach in which from the early stages onwards prospective users are kept in mind (referred
to as user centred design UCD) and effectively participate (referred to as PD participatory design) fits the
NIL_MRT project partners’ vision and network needs.
The question is however how to put this design approach into practice and ensure not only that the
users are heard but also been taken care of.
How do we capture adequately their real life needs in all their richness’s as emphasized by experts in
software engineering (Grudin & Pruitt, 2002, Y-ning Chang, et al, 2008, Castro et al, 2008, Schneidewind,
et al 2012, Nielsen, 2013). Alan Cooper a software developer himself developed (1999, 2004) the
“personas” method, where a “real”, realistic person is described as human being with his name, face
interest, etcetera, representing the real goals, behaviour of a person representing a group of users of
the system. These personas can then serve as constant representative of user(s) for the designers during
the development of the system. Their design is not a designer’s process of creating fictitious users but a
collaborative task of users and designers, since in the process of designing personas one needs to
prevent stereotyping and care for “real” person descriptions. Therefore we build on findings from
Stoyanov, Kicken, Boon & Bitter-Rijpkema (2011) for the design of the NIL-MRT “personas” and made a
careful distinction between creation process of the personas and the interpretation of these as inputs
for network functionalities that can be realised within the platform.
In this paragraph we describe our activities to surface the ideas about the NIL Network in detail.
1) Literature review
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First of all there we conducted the literature search to surface the state of art not only regarding the
NIL-MRT network alone but also regarding new developments with respect to the appropriate
requirement engineering, design methods and implementation choices to be made. Relevant results can
be found above and throughout the other sections of the deliverable.
2) Participant-stakeholder survey.
Secondly we sent out a survey to all partners directly involved in the project. The aim of this focussed
survey study was to elicitate existing first ideas on NIL-MRT-network as existed at that time December
2012 - January 2013. The questions of the survey (see Appendix 1) were directly derived from the
project proposal (i.e. statements in the DOW). We will summarize the results and interpret their
meaning for the network design in the paragraph 4.2.3.
5) Personas design
Thirdly, in order to elicitate a more comprehensive view on requirements for the NIL, the Persona
requirements elicitation technique is used within a larger group of respondents. See Appendix.
This was sent to 7 persons with a request to generate at least one Persona themselves and to ask as
many possible potential users (e.g. students) to come up with additional Personas. Unfortunately this
resulted in only one response.
Lastly, some interviews were held with experts of Zuyd and the Open University of the Netherlands in
the field of learning networks and collaborative environments. The project manager of dissemination
work package (WP6) also participated.
3) Joint Requirements Development (JRD)
At the Frankfurt meeting, 24 January 2013.the results of the state of art study were presented and
followed by a collective requirement analysis activity a so called JRD (Abran, et al, 2004; Scheneidewind,
et al, 2012). Since defined requirements often have cross-functional links and implications that
individuals aren’t aware of conducting a JRD session is a collective requirement articulation session
where stakeholders analyse and discuss requirement details so far to uncover and reflect on crossfunctional implications.
4) Expert interview
We use a mixed method approach whereby different techniques complement each other and provide a
rich variety of insights and resources. A few key experts were interviewed to go more in depth and find
additional way to enrich the image of NIL-MRT network by its stakeholders.

4.3 Results elicitation requirement engineering activities
4.3.1. Literature review.
From the literature reviewed in the state of art chapter of this report the following requirements need
to be taken into account when designing the pilot infrastructure.
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The actual NIL environment needs to accommodate learn and working performance,
collaborative innovation of a heterogeneous group of chemist professionals.
Learning is supported by people (coaches, experts, moderators) affording design of the network
and communities and learning support mechanisms (guidance and recommendations).
NIL MRT is an environment for work-based, collaboration and knowledge sharing among MRT
people. The term ‘knowledge sharing’ is to be used in a broad sense: it covers both formal (e.g.
learning materials) and non-formal types of knowledge (e.g. discussions about a certain topic)
NIL-MRT project and people decide on NIL MRT’s identity and ways of working. In the
communities and across the network. The design team (T.2.2.) will propose design options
based on heuristics from the aforementioned literature on learning and innovation communities
and networks.

4.3.2. Outcomes of the participant-stakeholder survey.
Based on the survey results which can be found in appendix 1 the following requirements came to the
fore.


NIL MRT will be an open (access) network of innovation and learning for MRT

On the concept of NIL as an open access network, to be approached via a web portal respondents ((n =
4) respondents perceive the open access network as a “total concept of information and communication
with different users with different access”… as ”a place in the internet”. Participants expressed the
need to be present ”virtual as well as live-real-time and in the “web portal” modality. However one
respondent considers a web portal as “far too broad and general”. This respondent suggests that “the
portal should consist of a small general part with categorized links to companies and institutes that are
involved in MRT, and wants a “a (closed) part where educational and research projects will be shared.”’
 The nature of NIL-MRT network: education-collaboration-innovation?
On questions regarding the prime focus of the NIL MRT network all (n=3) participants said it should aim
at all three together: collaboration, innovation and education.
 NIL-MRT network users
of the following profile of the NIL user population emerged “teachers, lecturers, researchers, ranging
from 4th year level/MSc_ students, experts, suppliers, workers in the chemical and pharmacy industry,
interested companies and educational institutes, employers of companies using MRT and other people”.
 NIL-MRT network components: what do users find?
The question was “what is it that respondents expect users to find in the network?” Answers suggested
(a) a forum (b) actual information on the MRT technology, application possibilities, cases, courses,
documentation, contacts, important events (c) one respondent point to the need to differentiate on
information for education and industrial use (d) in the latter category specific information on
applications is mentioned as well as a list of companies.
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 NIL-MRT network activities
On what to do in the network: participants said (a) studying on-line, discuss on-line on problems related
to MRT application, (b) look and find (relevant) information on topics: from education to application. (c)
share knowledge and expertise. And finally (d) matchmaking was explicitly mentioned.
 NIL MRT communities
Questions focussing on elicitation of ideas on the CfD concept of communities for development (Goes,
2013) respondents expressed ideas about what it could comprise in NIL MRT.
(a) “a team consisting of teachers, researchers, students, experts, working on a theme/problem coming
from a (possible) user of the technology” (b) “a group of researchers of different levels that learn by
practice”(c) “a cooperation between one or more companies and participants of the project”.
As possible CfD’s are mentioned a) Undergraduate B) postgraduate c) application MRT d) thermal
synthesis e) photochemical f) heterogeneous catalysis g) CfD around a research question, with real
(economic) significance for society/company.
Respondent think of: 2 to 4 CfD’s during the NIL-MRT project period (2012-2014) afterwards unlimited.
One respondent suggested making distinction between a ‘student’ community and application-solution
finding communities.
The start and lifecycle rules for CfD’s .Respondents said… a well-defined (research) theme/problem
needs to be posed with “problem owner / decision maker”. CfD are initiated by project team. New CfD’s
have to be approved by some sort of ‘management committee or owner/moderator’ The CfD’s
members are different but equal. Right from the start CfD’s consists of a multidisciplinary team with
well-defined tasks for each member. .
All respondents raised the issue of confidentiality. As one of the respondents stated: ‘The problem, the
content and the “products” of the CfD will mostly be confidential. This will be part of the agreement
between the project, the problem owner and the CfD team. Regarding the lifespan of a community
answers focused on the duration of a single project. Whereby one respondent pointed to care for
dissemination of knowledge from the CfD.
 Language variants of the NIL_MRT network.
According to the respondents the NIL network needs to be available in English. As European project at
least one additional language is obligatory. German is suggested.
 Hosting NIL MRT infrastructure.
Hosting and maintenance of the NIL-MRT in a technical sense proved to be no issue: all agreed it should
be taken care of by Celstec/OUNL Respondents differ on the roles and involvement of Zuyd, to Celstec,
Chill and external parties with respect to the non-technical but functional hosting of NIL-MRT . Worries
have been uttered on sustainability and care in the period of after the LLLP project ends.


Functionalities of NIL-MRT.
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Respondents agree on user registration procedures expressed in the DOW. As functionalities for the NILMRT network respondents mention: (a) registration/access, (2) Overview: Project Partners and
participating SME’s with contact data (email etc.), (3) Lectures/Topics: Thematically classified (4) News
on MRT (5) Forum
As for what kind of information NIL-MRT network needs and asks for from users, the views oppose. One
respondent is in favour of an extended profile service, while two respondents want just a basic set
information: company/institute, function, contact information. Yet another participant stated that in NIL
‘names are not important’. How NIL-MRT is going to handle registration for the restricted
communities/parts of NIL is unclear. Two respondents’ state they don’t have expertise on that while the
others think of an administrator role taking care of this based on a procedure.
 NIL MRT network and social media.
Respondents don’t articulate a need for integration of social media yet. Only LinkedIn is mentioned as a
source to link to.

4.3.3. Outcomes of the joint requirement development elicitation.
The joint requirements development (JRD) Sessions stakeholder session at the Frankfurt meeting aimed
at surfacing overall or yet unnoticed issues and evaluates common ground. Project members (N=10)
pointed to the friction between openness of (open) innovation and the need for confidentiality a safe
(learning) environment. An observation which resulted in requiring restricted /confidential communities
aside of open communities. Safeguarding MRT since learners need a safe environment and because of
the inventive nature of work. Confidentiality is also an issue when companies are involved.
Additional aspects that came to the table in this collective requirement elicitation.
 NIL MRT focus the network (NIL) is the tool; MRT is the technology. The NIL network and
communities consist of partly open partly closed communities.
 NIL MRT is attractive for range of target users non academics, academics, technicians and nontechnical users. Precise specification of target actors and sectors plus levels. (starting/experienced
professionals) to be addressed needs yet to be defined.
 NIL MRT starts without restrictions on the content.
 NIL MRT provides activities, toolboxes, best and worst practices, products as well as Q&A on MRT.
 NIL should contain the basics of MRT.
 the NIL MRT communities focussed on learning and innovation start with a research/learning
question.

4.3.4. Outcomes of defining NIL-MRT personas.
The personas describe real users and their use of the prospective NIL MRT network and its communities.
The personas received elicit requirements from different perspective the first persona sketches the R&D
manager perspective the second persona presents the industrial work practice perspective. The 3 rd
persona includes the learning, innovation and performance dimensions of NIL-MRT work. The 4 rd
persona investigates the teacher- student perspective.
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Persona 1 NIL MRT for David4
“David is the manager of a small R&D department within a growing industrial chemical company. He is
coming up to retirement, but wants his team to start investigating the potential of using MRT for
conducting certain chemical reactions, having heard that it is a more efficient manner of conducting
certain reactions. He would initially like to bring himself up to date on the current use of MRT and then
for one, or some of his team to learn more about the process and how to go about it. However, much of
the information on the internet is relevant only to those that have a more in-depth understanding of the
subject. He would therefore like to find a course that would help him to understand MRT and the extent
to which it could be used in both the research environment and the industrial setting.
By gaining access to NIL-MRT he would be able to understand the basic considerations for using MRT
but also get some ideas for different ways of using them, and the extent and limitations involved in their
use. He may also be able to subscribe a number of his team to the NIL in order for them to gain the
same understanding with one going on to become the laboratory expert in the process. They would
need to be able to pinpoint the aspects that would be most useful to them without needing to apply for
any kind of copyrights to the content. It may also be useful, eventually, for the plant managers to learn
about MRT in order to manage any up-scaled plant reactions.”
Persona 2 NIL MRT for the chemist working in industry5
The second persona presented is (his/her requirements are paraphrased here, for details see appendix
2) is a chemist working in industry on problems of synthesis looking for optimization of specific steps of
chemical synthesis in production. He looks for process technology wants to judge potential usefulness of
a novel technique, which implies that he has to understand its underlying principles. Working under
pressure this chemist looks for a “virtual place that contains some material written in a clear style and to
the point, not to sophisticated but still adequate description of the matter he wants to familiarize
himself with” Educational material “characterized by being well-thought-out, easy to understand by
applying a tight style of didactics” with the “combination of a focus on principles and deep
understanding, not overloaded with too much side-information of merely lexical kind on the one hand
and a collection of examples of application. Environment doesn’t require time consuming or complex
handling. The chemist wants to be able to contact other people to help each other. Find case studies,
click wise execution of actions like derivation of a physical equation step by step explanation of
underlying models, linkage to similar problems.
Persona 3: NIL MRT for Nanda6
“Nanda Neo works since 5 years at the small XiC, “Excellence in Chemistry” company. She (42yrs of age)
started at one of the big chemical multinationals in the Netherlands and worked at their renowned
research lab. Nanda specialized in advanced MRT research and moved to XiC, a small spin-off company
specializing in new MRT applications, in 2009. At the moment she is happy to work with a nice team on

4

Author Emily Lumley (University of Hull)
Author Heiko Hoffmann (Provadis Hochschule)
6
Author Marlies Bitter-Rijpkema (OUNL)
5
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an extremely challenging project for XiC client Patrick (48yr), a successful German SME entrepreneur
well known as the German “Steve Jobs” of chemistry.
Nanda hope that NIL-MRT’s network will rapidly become not only a professional network connecting
her to highly specialized experts around Europe and the globe, when she looks for answers, but also an
effective work and learning environment to her team: powerful and easy to use at the same time.
Offering extra’s for collaborative creativity. Kees (61yrs) is a relaxed experienced guy and Patrick (28yrs)
an eager young scientist who graduated three years ago hope NIL-MRT will put offer options for Kees to
share his knowledge with his younger professionals at XiC but also internationally. For Ella, in her final
year at Hogeschool Zuyd, the XiC project is her first “real” project and also a technically advanced one.
So she hopes that she will be able to meet the expectations and still get support to learn. When
NIL_MRT started they created their own community invited Patrick and Joost (45yrs), who is lecturer at
Hogeschool Zuyd and coach of Ella. They immediately customize their project community, making this
one restricted, to safeguard privacy to the project and offer a safe environment for Ella’s learning. Next
they got going starting with a collaborative ideation session with Patrick to jot down ideas, explore them
discuss them and keep track of the evolution of their ideas over the session by tagging and structuring
the documents. Nanda moderating these sessions is happy that NIL-MRT offers recommendations
suggesting worthwhile methods for her. Joost points Ella to quite other recommendations namely those
helping Ella to methodically work find the right resources of learn how to apply a new testing method.
Persona 4: NIL MRT for Alfred7
Alfred is coach of the Irish MRT project groups at the University. He wants to be able to optimally
prepare his students for inventive work in industry. Therefore he wants to teach them to apply the
latest insights in MRT during the final phase of their study. In the case of Ella in the Bio Rescue project
from InnoChem. Jeffrey from Innochem asked the experts from Dublin City University to investigate how
to realize the required adaptive chemical qualities of the BioChem material to be used in new Bio
Rescue jackets. With this in mind Alfred not only needs the latest information on this he also needs to
find the latest educational material and ideas how to support his students like Ella, with the study of
new techniques as well as how to team up with the other professionals in the team in ideation sessions.

7

Author Marlies Bitter-Rijpkema (OUNL)
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4.3.5. Implementation decision on the NIL-MRT.
The requirements elicitation activities described in the previous paragraphs (4.3.1. till 4.3.4) provided us
with rich detailed information. They comprise ideas on what users need to be able to do and achieve in
NIL-MRT (based primarily on the personas study), describes associations regarding network nature and
composition, its activities and components (based on survey, JRD session, interviews and personas).This
input will further on guide the design process.

The next step starts with the choice for an implementation platform on which the NIL-MRT
network can be build. Already in the early stage the requirements for platform choice, preferably
an existing platform that can be elaborated and maintenance capability by an organization with
availability of the necessary technical expertise were taken into account. It led to elaborative
discussions end 2012 with the Open University, partner in the NIL project. More specifically
with the team of OpenU the universities platform offering open learning environment based on
Liferay‘s open source platform.
A series of personas (NIL and other) were presented to the OpenU experts in a session on the
22th of January 2013. Together they went through several options and scenarios in order to grasp
the requirements needed to be developed for NIL-MRT network. Requirements documented in
the “ NIL OpenURequirement report”.
The developers need to be able to translate user-requirements into functionality and accommodate
implementation issues once in operation. In addition the organization taking care of the technical
implementation needs be able to guarantee support and maintenance during the project phases and
after that. This is seen as an important aspect by stakeholders (as can be seen in the survey results).
After a thorough investigation of other possible platform options like. ELGG, Moodle, Drupal, Plone, the
choice was made for the Open U http://portal.ou.nl based on underlying Liferay software (http://
www.liferay.com). Discussions with experts Harry Vaessen, Rienke Schutte and Jack Theunisz of Zuyd
and with all project stakeholders during the January 2013 meeting in Frankfurt led to an unanimously
decision for implementation by OUNL using the Liferay based OpenU platform.
The OUNL will take care to provide a centrally hosted system on which the various projects can be
developed, delivered and exploit services suiting the needs of the stakeholders. As can be seen from
some previous and on-going examples based on this platform:
Examples for different purposes and different type of organizations:






http://portal.ou.nl/web/sclc. Several organizations (including NIL-MRT partners Zuyd
and the Open University). SCLC (Service Centre Limburg Competent) aims at
supporting de the regional labour market.
http://emurgency.eu/. Aims at developing new approaches for resuscitation support and
training
http://portal.ou.nl/web/preaty (under construction)
http://portal.ou.nl/web/wespot
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http://zorgacademie.ou.nl/. A joined endeavour of 3 educational institutes and 3
healthcare organizations. Aimed at supporting healthcare professionals in working,
learning and innovation.
Examples for different type of courses and educational experiments, master classes etc.:
 http://portal.ou.nl/web/leren
 http://portal.ou.nl/web/leren/masterclasses
 http://portal.ou.nl/web/informatica
 http://portal.ou.nl/web/managementwetenschappen
 http://portal.ou.nl/web/psychologie
The NIL_MRT platform will be hosted on the central infrastructure available at the Centre for Learning
Sciences and Technology (Celstec) of the Open University of the Netherlands: http://portal.ou.nl.
Features (available for NIL-MRT) include: open and restricted communities, self-organization of
community activities (Berlanga, et al, 2009, Fischer et al, 2006), profiling services,- expert knowledge
exchange within and over communities, information document sharing, recommendations

4.4. Design methodology for NIL MRT.
Essential to the NIL-MRT ambition is the design of a learning and innovation network that organically fits
into the real life practices of the MRT communities in the various settings and organizations enabling
new ways of learning and collaborating.
The ambition of this project is to realize a sustainable network. This implies that we need to use a design
method that allows and support the needs of the network over time. The NIL-MRT environment should
be able to evolve over time following dynamics and new ambitions of the NIL communities in the future.
With this in mind we propose a user-centred design approach in interaction with prospective users’ right
from the start first for the initial implementation and flexibly accommodating to the NIL network needs
later.
Therefore we will use a specific combination of participatory design methods. We have in earlier
learning network projects developed a combination of “agile” and “scrum” methods customized for use
in relatively small, creative design projects. Since our method was developed for a network of public
library service organizations (Bitter-Rijpkema, Manche, et al 2011) we refer to it as “biebAS”8. Essential
to this approach are engagement of all parties involved in the project with short cycles of ideation and
decision making on requirements and functionalities followed by similar processes during development
implementation testing and evolving design during the following phases in the networks lifecycle.
Collaboration with stakeholders and participants via lean short information and feedback cycles in
combination with the scrum based short design-implementation test and redesign cycles. The
effectiveness in development, experienced flexibility of the participation in the networks design plus the
8

Bieb = acr for librarians and AS for agile scrum.
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concurrent assessment of shared cognition, ambition and quality of the design “under construction” as
experienced in prior projects are reasons to propose this method for the design of the NIL-MRT
network.
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5. Concluding remarks
The NIL-MRT project aims, as stated in the project proposal, to implement a new combination of hybrid
professional network based learning aimed at young professionals who are about to graduate from
college and work during the final stage of their study in real practice in chemical industry .
This new format of work based learning and innovation is embedded in the overarching NIL-MRT
network connecting Europe-wide people who are engaged in work, research and education on MRT. In
the network MRT experts and teachers can effectively coach young professionals towards professional
excellence. Concurrently the network facilitates knowledge sharing can collaboration between the
experts on various MRT specific activities.
Based on the state of art on learning networks in general and more specifically concepts of
communities for development, hybrid professional learning networks and innovation networks as
described in this deliverable it should be possible to build a NIL-MRT network with the envisaged power.
Especially since it will include proposed innovation, learning and collaboration support for users and in a
network of open and restricted communities depending on the participant’s needs. Offering selforganisation where possible but supportive tooling and support. Like for profiling and
recommendations, when needed.
Thus the NIL-MRT network will be a supportive network for learning and innovation offering a
facilitating flexible environment and dedicated recommendations.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Results of survey on NIL MRT network ambitions.
Based on the project proposal and some arduous thinking several categories have been defined:
An open access network, communities for development, specific questions
An invitation to come up with specs was send to all partners. Four have been returned

Open access Network
It appears (see the proposal p22) that it will eventually have to be an open access network

Question
What is a(n open
access) network of
innovation and
learning (NIL) in the
context of MRT?

Who will be users of
the NIL?

Answers
An Open Access Network is a total
concept of information and
communication with different users
with different access to this
information and communication. It
is a system of contacts 1:1, 1:n, n:1,
n:n, virtual as well as live-real-time.
Access to the NIL through a
website/portal ….
MRT Companies such as Future
Chemistry tried to have a general
web portal for MRT with discussion,
presentations, courses etc... To my
opinion this doesn’t work since it is
far too broad and general. In my
view the portal should consist of a
small general part with categorized
links to companies and institutes
that are involved in MRT.
Next there should be a (closed) part
where educational and research
projects will be shared.
Teachers, researchers, students,
experts, suppliers, (potential) users

No answer

A place in the internet (website/homepage),
where one finds
 Educational material on MRT
 A list of companies interested
in/working on the topic and contact
information
 Brief summaries of recent advances
and innovations in MRT, presented in
an clear and intuitive way, similar to
educational material
 A forum for discussion of topics
related to MRT

a) 4th year level/MSc students – we can
create an educational program for MRT that
the portal can support
b) Industry – the portal can be used to
upgrade workers knowledge in MRT in the
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chem/pharma industry – would we be able to
charge companies for this access or will it be
free for companies?
Interested companies and
educational institutes.
What will they find
there?

What will they do
there? Think of
things as work,
contribute, find,
discuss, share…

The NIL is primarily
aimed at education /
learning, innovation
or collaboration?
Other? Please
indicate.

 Employers of companies using MRT
 Students and lecturers
 Other people
Actual Information on the
I would recommend we have a couple of
Technology, application possibilities, levels of information. One would be
cases, courses, documentation,
i) educational – theory and application of
contacts, important events
MRT supplemented with literature examples
from our own research programs and others
ii) Industrial application – this would be setup to aid workers using MRT in industry, with
the most up to date techniques and ideally
perhaps a discussion forum that would aid in
problem solving for industry.
Where to find the basics
See 1
Examples
Where to find certain expertise
Study on-line, discuss on-line,
I believe that they will find:
provide and find information
i) relevant information on the topic – from
educational to application,
ii) a discussion forum where problems related
to MRT application can be discussed.
Share knowledge and expertise
See 1
Matchmaking
Aimed at all possible issues
I believe that it will be involved in all three.

Innovation (through education,
collaboration)

It should primarily be aimed on education
and learning in my opinion. With respect to
life-long-learning this means it should also be
a platform for the contemporary
advertisement of innovations in MRT,
whereupon the key points of the innovation
should be explained in a short and clear
manner, what comes up to educational
material
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Communities for development
The NIL will also have some Communities for Development (CfD) with restricted access (also p22)

Question
What is a CfD in your
opinion?

Answers
A CfD is a team consisting of teachers,
researchers, students, experts,
working on a theme/problem coming
from a (possible) user of the
technology

A group of researchers of different
levels that learn by practice.

What are the rules
for starting a CfD?
Think of questions as:
what’s the
topic/subject, who is
the owner /
moderator.

Starting rules; there is a well-defined
(research) theme/problem; the
“problem owner / decision maker” is
clear from the start; there is a multibackground team with well-defined
tasks for each member. The members
are different but equal.

There may be two communities for
development. The first one would be a
‘student’ community – members
learning about MRT (note-these
members may be both from academic
institutions and industry); the second
community is about applicationsolution finding with respect to realtime problems in MRT, members of this
community may be both industrial and
academic research groups.
In my opinion, a Community for
Development is a cooperation
between one or more companies and
participants of the MRT-NIL-Project. It
can also be a student of one of the
participating universities, who is
elaborating answers to MRT-questions
of the SME, either in a lab located in
the SME or at the university-lab. The
MRT-question must be proper to be
exploited for create educational
material as a case-study.
I think that we ourselves will have to
initiate the topics/subject for the CfDs.
(however I feel that we need to create
the CfDs ourselves and guide users into
an appropriate CfD.). However,
overtime some users may identify a
potential new CfD that was not realised
by ourselves, I believe that the
management committee or
owner/moderator will have to decide
on the credibility of any new CfD
before it is created. One thing that we
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How many CfD’s can
we handle during the
project period? After
the project period?

A general research question, with real
(economic) importance/significance
for society (company)
Different roles such as student
(starting professional), experienced
professional of the same level, coach
and independent assessment for the
learning part, with the
innovation/product valorisation as
central point.
Two during the project period?? After
the project period one for each
partner (except OUNL)?

Depends on the definition but I think 4
during the project (1 based with every
chemistry partner), after that,
depends on the (student) capacity and
amount of research questions (with
budget). In principle no limit?
Is what happens in
Depends on the confidentiality of the
the CfD restricted to
content of the CfD. The experience in
its participants? Or,
the set-up, organization and day-tofor example, will
day routines of the CfD will be public
there be knowledge
flowing from inside
(?). The problem, the content and the
the CfD to the wider
“products” of the CfD will mostly be
network? Formulated
confidential. This will be part of the
in another way: how
agreement between the project, the
do we handle
problem owner and the CfD team
dissemination from

don’t want is too many CfD’s, this could
become complicated to handle. Some
possible CfD’s:
a) Undergraduate CfD, postgraduate
CfD
b) Application MRT CfDs – (i) thermal
synthesis CfD, photochemical CfD,
heterogeneous catalysis CfD…….
The owner of the elaborated results,
with regard to commercial use, should
be the SME, but the NIL-Partners
should have the right to use the
knowledge for educational purposes,
which means as case studies. Rule: Is
there an aspect, proper for being
regarded as useful in the education of
students in MRT?
I can’t answer that right now.

Perhaps 2 or 3 during the project
period?

I think it would be easiest to keep the
knowledge within each CfD, if one
member of a CfD requires access to
another (or many others) then they can
register/join into the other CfDs.

(restricted) CfD’s?

Depends on the subject. General
knowledge should be disseminated. A

The restriction should not be absolute,
so some information has to be shared
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way could ne via the partners.

What is the life span
of a CfD? How will
we close a CfD? What
happens with the
knowledge from the
CfD? Remark: this is
also the question of
dissemination.

Life span varies (from 1-6 months?). A
CfD is closed when the team and the
problem owner decide that the endproduct is ready. This
For the dissemination the processes of
working with and in a CfD is important
(processes: decision making, teamcommunication, the learning process
of each of the team-members: cooperation as well as technological).
Maybe de lifetime of a CfD is the
lifetime of a project since the product
is the pivotal point?
It is possible that some (but not all) of
the people in the CfD change during
the CfD.

with a wider network for educational
purposes. The participating companies
have to ask themselves, what the
interesting information is in the case
study (from the learners point of view),
if the information is useful at all (or if it
is much to specific) , and how it (or
parts of it) can be made open
accessible without harming their
business by revealing some critical
information.
No answer

At least CfD’s are running during the
project life span. The knowledge should
be disseminated ( see 4)
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Specific questions
Once we have a general idea of what we aim to make, the specifics come in.

Question
Language in the NIL

Answers
1) English?

2) Other languages?

Who will
own/host/maintain
the NIL in a technical
and functional sense?
For the technical part
and during the project
(and a year thereafter)
it will be the
responsibility of
Celstec (see P38).

1) Where will it be
hosted in a technical
sense?

English

English
Résumés in Dutch,
German, Spanish (?)
No answer
OUNL-Celstec in cooperation with the other
partners

No opinion (yet)
2) Who will
own/maintain the NIL
in a functional sense?

ZUYD in co-operation
with the other partners

3) And what will
happen with the NIL
after the project?

CHILL? The partners?
Maintenance is part of a
consortium agreement,
but has to be guaranteed
for at least 5 years after

Since we are EU funded we
should have at least one
additional language
English
German
No
I would propose CHILL

Perhaps the Celstec, also after
the end of the project?
Perhaps it might be possible
to hire an individual at one of
the collaborating institutions
to maintain the NIL. It might
be possible to raise additional
funding in year two of the
project to achieve this goal.
Alternatively, would we be
setting up some financial fees
for access and would this be
enough money to cover an
individual (even part-time) to
maintain the NIL?
Idem
See point 2 above
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Users, registration and
rights in the NIL
We can discriminate
between guest/visitors
on the one hand and
partiipants on the
other.

When we talk about
participants, who will
be the main users?

the project.
Some way or another it
will be used by the
partners and especially
CHILL
The main users will be
staff and students of the
partners and
stakeholders who will
become active during
(and after) the project.

Idem

1) Students
2) Industrial members

Companies and

educational institutes
working with or
interested to work with

MRT and willing to invest
in the NIL MRT

What kind of
information will we
need from them? Will
it be necessary to
see/know who is a
student, a teacher, a
researcher, a ….?
Areas of expertise?
This is in essence the
question of, what we
call, a profile service
(compare: LinkedIn or
Facebook).

Company/institute,
function, contact
information

Names or not important,
more the way we work
and of course some best
practices

Main users are all people
from ZUYD, OUNL, UHULL,
PSIMT and DCU being
involved in the project
Responsible persons from
SMEs cooperating with us
in terms of elaborating
case studies
 Students involved in the
work
We will have to be able to
differentiate between
students and industrial
workers. The creation of a
short profile for each member
would be great, (this would
offer members the
opportunity to advertise
themselves to the MRT
community).
With regard to the unneeded
and hindering complexity of
social networks, I do not think
that it is necessary to emulate
those within the NIL. Name,
status (researcher, student,
lecturer etc.) and the
organization someone is part
of could be enough. But
creating a Facebook-account,
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For the restricted parts
you will have to
register. Creating an
account should be easy
(lot’s of examples out
there). But for the
restricted parts, how
will it work: some form
of
self-enrolment/subscri
ption or will there be a
moderator or an
admin who arranges
things?

An administrator for each
primary partner

Depends on what and
how. To difficult to tell
something reasonable
now?

Information/
knowledge

How do we organize
the
information/knowledg
e in the NIL? Think of
structuring the NIL,
‘pre-fab’ labelling (topdown), allowing free
tagging by users
(bottom-up).

To be discussed in one of
the content-meetings

At least some structure
and categorization, so
probably there should be
an administrator (with
the possibility to
reorganize, and thus a
fee for these costs?

a social network blog, or
something similar, from
where a link leads to the NILHomepage, could perhaps be
useful to make the NIL known
to a wider audience.
This question is somewhat
outside of my area of
expertise.

I suggest that an admin
decides in every individual
case, so that no critical
information could accidently
be open accessible for
someone not meant to be.
No answer

A possible structure of a MRTNIL-Homepage:
 Registration/access
 Overview: Project
Partners and participating
SMEs with contact data
(email etc.)
 Lectures/Topics:
Thematically classified
 News on MRT
 Forum, perhaps
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Social tools/media

Do social tools/media
play a role in the NIL?
a) For the profile:
Linkedin (Yes),
Facebook (No?).
b) For the information:
Blog, Twitter, Google
Alerts. Example: some
experts ‘tweet’ on
their expertise.
Example:
https://twitter.com/N
YTimesLearning
These tweets can be
‘pushed’ tot the NIL.
c) Are there experts
that use either one of
these tools?
Remarks

LinkedIn (Yes), Facebook
(No?).

embedded into social
network?
 Imprint
I believe that LinkedIn might
be best.

??

??

I’ve only ever used LinkedIn.

I would say, lets restrict it
to this tool for this
purpose, but I say this
probably because then it
is understandable for me.

I suggest being careful while
embedding Facebook, it is a
main place for getting a
computer-virus.
Perhaps there could be
started a so-called “group” in,
let`s say twitter, which’s main
purpose is to report recent
advances in MRT and to
provide links to related
educational material in the
NIL.
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Appendix 2: Requirements elicitation activities
The introduction below was given to the NIL-MRT project members when asked to describe Persona’s
for NIL-MRT.

Persona definition:
Persona(s) = the design method for articulation of system design requirements via description of
characteristic persons i.e. user(s)
Background and method:
In recent decades systems designers discovered the need for a systematic method to understand people
and context in which a system will be used (Cooper 2012, Goodwin ,2009, p229-299, Greenberg &
Carpendale, 2012).
Alan Cooper developed the PERSONA method which essentially requires designers to describe typical
user(s) with their background, their goals, their typical way of wanting to interact with the system. The
objective of describing characteristic users is to really become aware and understand important user's
motivations and needs. Investigate trough their eyes the environment we want to create.
The persona description/sketches needs to be detailed and complete enough to effectively
communicate your vision to the other team members (including the system designers).
Look at it more as an “ethnographic” description trying to grasp the essence of how you see the actors
benefitting and enjoying NIL-MRT than a formal exercise. Bigger and smaller organizations like Ford and
Microsoft, UPS, DaimlerChrysler, believe in the potential and effects (Long, 2009) and apply the
Personas method.
Personas typically consist of:
The person’s name and personal information (age, occupation, role, his/her goals as well as
frustrations:
I < name person>, want <some goal> for <some reason> However I want to be able to <goal>
without, frustration>/or within < time>.
For example:
Alfred coach of the Irish MRT project groups to be able to teach his students to apply the latest
insights in their MRT-project with Patrick from InnoChem .Patrick asked the team of Dublin City
University to investigate required adaptive qualities of the BioChem material of their Bio Rescue
jacket. For his work in this project Alfred wants to find new educational material on MRT and be
able to discuss its use for the project with colleagues in the network.
Let your imagination and visualization of typical users (dream users, the student) freely flow and
describe of each type of users a persona. We need a variety of typical users, personas with various roles
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and expectations or ambitions (researcher, interested expert, SME entrepreneur, teacher, coach,
student, assessor…etc.). So if you have time… Please do ask other potential users (students!)
The format:
Not happy with the format? Just feel free to express yourself in another way. For example: “a day in the
life of…”
Anyway, describe sketch, articulate your persons (personas)

Integrate in your “persona” description
A. Person: name, reference information, attributes: age, gender
His/her: context
What he/she wants to achieve?
What motivates / frustrates him/her?
B. Narrative/scenario
How she/he (inter)acts in the NIL-MRT system

Half to one A4 per person suffices.
For inspiration:
Persona and scenario narrative examples can be found at:


http://doteduguru.com/id6515-creating-effective-user-personas.html



http://nnbox.ca/work/capilano-website-user-personas/

Below you find the complete Persona descriptions that resulted from this excecise.

Persona 1: (author Emily Lumley)
“David is the manager of a small R&D department within a growing industrial chemical company. He is
coming up to retirement, but wants his team to start investigating the potential of using MRT for
conducting certain chemical reactions, having heard that it is a more efficient manner of conducting
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certain reactions. He would initially like to bring himself up to date on the current use of MRT and then
for one, or some of his team to learn more about the process and how to go about it. However, much of
the information on the internet is relevant only to those that have a more in-depth understanding of the
subject. He would therefore like to find a course that would help him to understand MRT and the extent
to which it could be used in both the research environment and the industrial setting.
By gaining access to NIL-MRT he would be able to understand the basic considerations for using MRT
but also get some ideas for different ways of using them, and the extent and limitations involved in their
use. He may also be able to subscribe a number of his team to the NIL in order for them to gain the
same understanding with one going on to become the laboratory expert in the process. They would
need to be able to pinpoint the aspects that would be most useful to them without needing to apply for
any kind of copyrights to the content. It may also be useful, eventually, for the plant managers to learn

about MRT in order to manage any up-scaled plant reactions.”
Persona 2: (author Heiko Hoffmann)
Chemist working in industry on problems of synthesis (age: 25-65, gender: both)
He tries to optimize specific steps of chemical synthesis in production with means of more cost efficient,
faster turnover, with less risk and more safety.
This means he is looking for process technology that provides some advantages related to his goals. To
judge on the potential usefulness of a novel technique, he has to understand the underlying principles
of the technique, so he can compare the physical details with the yet existing, old process he wants to
optimize.
He works under specific conditions of pressure regarding time and outcome.
Therefore, what would support him most would be a virtual place that contains some material written in
a clear style and to the point, not to sophisticated but still adequate description of the matter he wants
to familiarize himself with.
The educational material he finds is characterized by being well-thought-out, easy to understand by
applying a tight style of didactics.
The combination of a focus on principles and deep understanding, not overloaded with too much sideinformation of merely lexical kind on the one hand and a collection of examples of application on the
other will suit that ambition most regarded from his point of view. So for example the derivation of a
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physical equation he wants to apply is also available by just clicking on the equation. The assumptions,
models and ideas behind it are thoroughly well explained and the derivation is shown in a constant stepby-step way.
Case studies will help him to quickly learn how to apply the differences regarding the novel technology.
In the ideal case, he will find a case study there addressing a similar problem like the problem he is
struggling with.
Any complicated handling of the program and virtual place online will just consume his time and irritates
him.
The possibility, provided by the platform, to contact other people who he doesn`t know yet and who are
working on the field of MRT or who are also trying to familiarize with the technology, is very helpful due
to an internet-forum way of helping each other.
Persona3 . NIL MRT for Nanda. (Marlies Bitter)
“Nanda Neo works since 5 years at the small XiC, “Excellence in Chemistry” company. She (42yrs of age)
started at one of the big chemical multinationals in the Netherlands and worked at their renown
research lab. Nanda specialized in advanced MRT research and moved to XiC, a small spin-off company
specializing in new MRT applications, in 2009. At the moment she is happy to work with a nice team on
an extremely challenging project for XiC client Patrick (48yr) an successful German SME entrepreneur
well know as the German “Steve Jobs” of chemistry.
Nanda hope that NIL-MRT’s network will rapidly become not only a professional network connecting
her to highly specialized experts around Europe and the globe, when she looks for answers, but also an
effective work and learning environment to her team: powerful and easy to use at the same time.
Offering extra’s for collaborative creativity. Kees (61yrs) is a relaxed experienced guy and Patrick (28yrs)
an eager young scientist who graduated three years ago hope NIL-MRT will put offer options for Kees to
share his knowledge with his younger professionals at XiC but also internationally. For Ella, in her final
year at Hogeschool Zuyd, the XiC project is her first “real” project and also a technically advanced one.
So she hopes that she will be able to meet the expectations and still get support to learn. When
NIL_MRT started they created their own community invited Patrick and Joost (45yrs), who is lecturer
at Hogeschool Zuyd and coach of Ella. They immediately customize their project community, making
this one restricted, to safeguard privacy to the project and offer a safe environment for Ella’s learning.
Next they got going starting with a collaborative ideation session with Patrick to jot down ideas, explore
them discuss them and keep track of the evolution of their ideas over the session by tagging and
structuring the documents. Nanda moderating these sessions is happy that NIL-MRT offers
recommendations suggesting worthwhile methods for her. Joost points Ella to quite other
recommendations namely those helping Ella to methodically work find the right resources of learn how
to apply a new testing method.
Persona 4:NIL MRT for Alfred (Marlies Bitter)
Alfred is coach of the Irish MRT project groups at the University. He wants to be able to optimally
prepare his students for inventive work in industry. Therefore he want to teach them to apply the latest
insights in MRT during the final phase of their study. In the case of Ella in the Bio Rescue project from
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InnoChem . Jeffrey from Innochem asked the experts from Dublin City University to investigate how to
realize the required adaptive chemical qualities of the BioChem material to be used in new Bio Rescue
jackets. With this in mind Alfred not only needs the latest information on this he also needs to find the
latest educational material and ideas how to support his students like Ella, with the study of new
techniques as well as how to team up with the other professionals in the team in ideation sessions.
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Micro reactors “ are defined as miniaturised reaction systems fabricated by using, at least partially, methods of microtechnology and precision
engineering. The characteristic dimensions of the internal structures of micro reactors, like the fluid channels, typically range from sub-mm to the
sub-mm range” Ehrfeld,et al ,2000
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